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Response of Human Small Intestinal Epithelium to Fractionated Irradiation:
Dynamical Modeling Approach
F. A. Cucinottaa,1 and O. A. Smirnovab
a

Department of Health Physics and Diagnostic Sciences, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Nevada; and b Retired

radiation such as from large solar-particle events during
long-term interplanetary space missions and for patients
with intra-abdominal and pelvic malignancies who receive
fractionated radiotherapy. In such patients, normal noncancerous small intestinal tissue receives irradiation that can
cause treatment-related side effects on this vital body
system, which may in some cases lower the efficacy of
radiation therapy and can significantly reduce the quality of
the patient’s life (3–8).
Thus, the study of radiation-induced damage of the
human small intestinal epithelium is an actual and
challenging task. To explore this issue, a mathematical
model, which is capable of predicting the dynamical
response of this vital body system to various radiation
exposures, proves to be particularly useful, especially in
view of the limited applicability of clinical methods in the
investigation of radiation effects for humans.
The primary goals of the current study were to develop
and investigate a biologically motivated mathematical
model, which is capable of predicting the dynamics of the
human small intestinal epithelium under fractionated
irradiation. The model is required to account for the
principal stages of the development of cells of this system
and its basic kinetic and radiobiological parameters, as well
as to include explicitly the key parameters of fractionated
exposures (fraction doses, fraction number and time
intervals between fractions). The results of this work are
given below.

Cucinotta, F. A. and Smirnova, O. A. Response of Human
Small Intestinal Epithelium to Fractionated Irradiation: Dynamical Modeling Approach. Radiat. Res. 192, 483–492 (2019).

A biologically motivated mathematical model of the
dynamics of the small intestinal epithelium in humans treated
with fractionated radiotherapy has been developed and is
further investigated here. This model, originating from our
previous work, is implemented as a system of nonlinear
ordinary differential equations, in which the variables and
parameters have a clear biological meaning. The model also
includes, as input, the key parameters of fractionated
irradiation. The modeling results on the dynamical response
of the human normal small intestinal epithelium to fractionated radiation therapy regimens were in agreement with the
corresponding empirical data, which, in turn, demonstrates
the capability of the developed model for predicting the
dynamics of this vital body system in humans receiving
fractionated radiotherapy. It is also revealed that the
cumulative damage effects of hypofractionated radiation
therapy regimens on the human normal small intestinal
epithelium are somewhat less pronounced than those of
conventional fractionated radiation therapy regimens with
the same total doses. Ó 2019 by Radiation Research Society

INTRODUCTION

The small intestinal epithelium is a critical body system in
which radiation-induced damage can cause anorexia,
diarrhea, dehydration and even death (1–3). While there
are numerous quantitative studies of radiation effects on the
small intestinal epithelium in laboratory animals, there is
paucity of such human data (3). This fact makes it
substantially difficult to predict, quantitatively, the response
of the human small intestinal epithelium to radiation. Such
predictions would be invaluable for estimating the health
hazards for acutely exposed individuals in a radiation
accident or incident, for astronauts exposed to unplanned

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Model of Dynamics of Human Small Intestinal Epithelium under
Normal Conditions
In this subsection, the mathematical model of the dynamics of the
small intestinal epithelium in humans under normal conditions, which
is a basis for developing the model of the dynamics of this vital body
system in humans exposed to irradiation, is presented. The remarkable
similarity of the structure and functioning of the small intestinal
epithelium in laboratory animals and humans (1, 2) implies that the
general form of the corresponding system of nonlinear ordinary
differential equations, which constitutes the model of the small
intestinal epithelium for exposed humans, can be taken the same as
that for unexposed mice (1, 2).
The model is based on conventional theories, recent concepts and
facts concerning the structure and functioning of this system in

1 Address for correspondence: University of Nevada, Las Vegas,
Department of Health Physics and Diagnostic Sciences, 4505 S.
Maryland Parkway, Box 453037, Las Vegas, NV 89154-3037; email:
francis.cucinotta@unlv.edu.
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mammals [see (9, 10) and references therein, as well as (9–13)].
Specifically, the small intestinal epithelium consists of a large number
of villi and flask-shaped crypts that lie under the villous bottom. The
cells of crypts and villi represent the single system of the small
intestinal epithelium renewal. Basic (columnar) cells, which play an
important role in nutrient absorption, prevail in this system and
constitute more than 90% of the epithelial cells. Pedigree cells of the
basic cells in the small intestinal epithelium are stem cells located in
the crypt bottom. The stem cells are capable of self-maintaining their
population, as well as of differentiating in the direction of
proliferating-maturing crypt cells. The latter migrate to the top of
the crypt. Close to the villous bottom, they stop to proliferate and form
the pool of maturing cells. The mature cells transfer from the crypt to
the villous and continue to migrate to the villous top, where they
exfoliate into the intestinal lumen. It is notably that the cells of two
other types (namely, goblet cells and Paneth cells, which constitute
approximately 10% of the epithelial cells and are not addressed in this
article) form two independent systems with their own ways of
development and specific functions. In particular, goblet cells secrete
mucus, which lubricates the surface of the intestinal wall, whereas
Paneth cells synthesize antimicrobial peptides and proteins, thereby
contributing to the protection of the body from pathogens.
The model of the dynamics of the small intestinal epithelium
considers the basic (columnar) cells prevailing in the small intestinal
epithelium. They are split into three compartments according to the
degree of their maturity and differentiation:
1. X, the crypt cells capable of dividing, from the stem cell to the
dividing-maturing cell;
2. Y, maturing crypt cells incapable of dividing;
3. Z, functional villous cells.
The concentrations of X, Y and Z cells (x, y and z, respectively) are
used as variables of the model. Cell concentration refers to the ratio of
the total number of cells of a certain group to the normal volume of the
small intestinal epithelium. The corresponding system of nonlinear
ordinary differential equations reads as follows (9, 10):
dx
¼ Bx  cx;
dt

ð1Þ

dy
¼ cx  Fy;
dt

ð2Þ

dz
¼ Fy  Ez:
dt

ð3Þ

In Eqs. (1–3), the parameters B, c, F and E are the specific rates of the
X cell reproduction, cell transfer from the group of X cells to the group
of Y cells, cell transfer from the group of Y cells to the group of Z cells
(i.e., cell displacement from crypt to villous) and cell leaving the
group of Z cells (i.e., cell exfoliation from the villous into the intestinal
lumen).
The parameter B appearing in Eq. (1) accounts for the different
contributions of X, Y and Z cells to the negative-feedback control of
the specific reproduction rate of X cells (9, 10):
B¼

a

;
1 þ b x þ qy y þ qz z

ð4Þ

where a, b, qy and qz are constants.
The parameters F and E entering Eqs. (2) and (3) depend linearly on
the parameter B (9, 10):
F ¼ dð1 þ rBÞ;

ð5Þ

E ¼ wð1 þ kBÞ;

ð6Þ

with d, r, w and k being constants.

It is found that the system (1–3) has a stable equilibrium state
determined by zero values of the cell concentrations, if two parameters
of the system a and c obey the following condition: a  c. This stable
equilibrium state can be identified with the state of complete
extinction of the small intestinal epithelium. Therefore, this range of
the parameters is not considered further. If a . c, then the system of
equations on hand has an equilibrium state determined by the
following positive values of the cell concentrations:
ða=cÞ  1
o;
x¼ n
qc
qz c
b 1 þ ½dð1þy rcÞ þ ½wð1þ
kcÞ

ð7Þ

y¼

xc
;
dð1 þ rcÞ

ð8Þ

z¼

xc
:
wð1 þ kcÞ

ð9Þ

The stable equilibrium state [Eqs. (7–9)] of the system of equations on
hand can be identified with the homeostasis state of the small intestinal
epithelium, whereas the values z, y and x can be considered as the
normal concentrations of villous basic (columnar) cells and their
incapable and capable of dividing precursors in crypts [see (10) for
details].
The initial conditions for Eqs. (1–3) are equal to the normal
concentrations of the cells under consideration: x(0) ¼ x, y(0) ¼ y and
z(0) ¼ z, the values x, y, and z being determined by Eqs. (7–9).
Model of Dynamics of Small Intestinal Epithelium in Humans Exposed
to Acute Irradiation
In this subsection, the mathematical model [Eqs. (1–3)] is extended
to describe the dynamics of the small intestinal epithelium in acutely
irradiated humans (the latter can, of course, be considered as a partial
case of n-fractionated irradiation with n ¼ 1). In this way, we apply the
dynamical approach, which was elaborated and successfully employed
earlier to the modeling of the effects of acute radiation on the
dynamics of the young swine skin epidermal epithelium, which bears
many characteristics similar to the human skin epidermal epithelium
(10, 14, 15).
Specifically, the model of the dynamics of the small intestinal
epithelium in acutely irradiated humans is based on the following
radiobiological concepts and facts:
1. The one-target-one-hit theory of cell damage (16), according to
which the damage rate of radiosensitive cells is assumed to be
proportional to the dose rate N;
2. The experimental findings and the concept proposed by Bond, et
al. (1) concerning the types of reaction of radiosensitive cells in
renewing systems to radiation impact. According to them, the
radiosensitive cells may stay undamaged, or become heavily
damaged, moderately damaged and weakly damaged. Heavily
damaged cells die within several hours postirradiation (interphase
death). Moderately damaged cells can divide a few (at least, one)
times and die within 1–2 days postirradiation (mitotic death). The
weakly damaged cells are able to proliferate and differentiate as
undamaged ones over a certain period of time (0 , t  Tar),
forming the pools of weakly damaged progenies. After the time
Tar, all weakly damaged cells and their progenies die within
several days;
3. Experimental facts according to which the crypt cells capable of
dividing (X cells) are radiosensitive to some extent, whereas the
maturing crypt cells incapable of dividing (Y cells) and villous
cells (Z cells) are radioresistant (1).
Proceeding from these concepts and facts, the radiosensitive X cells
are divided into four groups:
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Xud, undamaged cells;
Xhd, heavily damaged cells that die within several hours postirradiation
(interphase death);
Xmd, moderately damaged cells that die within a few days
postirradiation (mitotic death);
Xwd, weakly damaged cells, which function as Xud cells, if the time t
elapsed after irradiation does not exceed Tar, i.e., t  Tar, and which
only die within several days, if the time t passed after irradiation
exceeds Tar, i.e., t . Tar.
In turn, Y cells are divided into two groups:
Yud, progenies of Xud cells;
Ywd, progenies of Xwd cells, which function as Yud cells, if t  Tar, and
which only die within several days, if t . Tar.
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Xud cells to the group of Yud cells and from the group of Xwd cells to the
group of Ywd cells (if t  Tar), cell transition from the group of Yud cells
to the group of Zud cells and from the group of Ywd cells to the group of
Zwd cells (if t  Tar), and cell leaving the group of Zud cells and the group
of Zwd cells (if t  Tar). The coefficients l and m are the specific death
rates of Xmd and Xhd cells, whereas g is the specific death rate of Xwd, Ywd
and Zwd cells (if t . Tar). The coefficients c, l, m and g are constants.
The function h(t), which appears in Eqs. (15–17), is the unit stepfunction (17):

1; t  0;
ð18Þ
hðtÞ ¼
0; t , 0:
The parameter Tar entering the same equations is taken as the linear
function of the radiation dose D as that found elsewhere (10, 14, 15):

Finally, Z cells are divided into two groups:
Zud, progenies of Yud cells;
Zwd, progenies of Ywd cells, which function as Zud cells, if t  Tar, and
which only die within several days, if t . Tar.
In constructing the model, we assume the following: 1. The
dynamics of Xud cells and the dynamics of Xwd cells (if t  Tar) are
determined by the rates of their reproduction and transition to the
groups of Yud and Ywd cells, respectively; 2. The dynamics of Yud and
the dynamics of Ywd cells (if t  Tar) are determined by the rate of their
arrival from the groups of Xud and Xwd cells and by the rate of their
transfer to the groups of Zud and Zwd cells, respectively; 3. The
dynamics of Zud cells and the dynamics Zwd cells (if t  Tar) are
determined by the rate of their arrival from the groups of Yud cells and
Ywd cells and by the rate of leaving the groups of Zud and Zwd cells,
respectively; 4. The dynamics of Xwd, Ywd and Zwd cells (if t . Tar) is
determined only by their death rate; and 5. The dynamics Xhd and Xmd
cells is determined only by their death rates.
The model variables are the concentrations of Xud, Yud, Zud, Xwd, Ywd,
Zwd, Xmd and Xhd, namely, xud, yud, zud, xwd, ywd, zwd, xmd and xhd,
respectively.
The model based on the aforementioned considerations has the
following form [see also (10, 14, 15)]:
dxud
¼ Bxud  cxud ;
dt

ð10Þ

dyud
¼ cxud  Fyud ;
dt

ð11Þ

dzud
¼ Fyud  Ezud ;
dt

ð12Þ

hd

Tar ¼ sar  tD;

ð19Þ

with the parameters sar and t being constants.
The parameter B appearing in Eqs. (10) and (15) is determined
using the formula, which, likewise Eq. (4), accounts for the different
contributions of the cells on hand to the negative-feedback control of
the specific reproduction rate of Xud cells and of Xwd cells (if t  Tar)
[see also (10, 14, 15)]:
B¼

a

;


1 þ b xud þ Ux þ /xmd þ uxhd þ qy yud þ Uy þ qz ðzud þ Uz Þ
ð20Þ

Where
Ux ¼ ½hðTar  tÞ þ 1hðt  Tar Þxwd ;

ð21Þ

Uy ¼ ½hðTar  tÞ þ 1hðt  Tar Þywd ;

ð22Þ

Uz ¼ ½hðTar  tÞ þ 1hðt  Tar Þzwd ;

ð23Þ

The function h(t) in Eqs. (21–23) is the unit step-function [Eq. (18)].
The parameters a, b, qy, qz, /, u and 1 are constants.
The parameters F and E entering Eqs. (11), (12), (16) and (17) are
described using Eqs. (5) and (6), the parameter B in them being
determined by Eq. (20).
The initial conditions for Eqs. (10–17) are the following [see also
(10, 14, 15)]:


D
xud ð0Þ ¼ x exp  0 ;
ð24Þ
Dx
yud ð0Þ ¼ y;

ð25Þ

zud ð0Þ ¼ z;

ð26Þ

dx
¼ mxhd ;
dt

ð13Þ

dxmd
¼ lxmd ;
dt

ð14Þ



dxwd
¼ hðTar  tÞ Bxwd  cxwd  hðt  Tar Þgxwd ;
dt

ð15Þ



dywd
¼ hðTar  tÞ cxwd  Fywd  hðt  Tar Þgywd ;
dt

ð16Þ



dzwd
¼ hðTar  tÞ Fywd  Ezwd  hðt  Tar Þgzwd :
dt

ð17Þ

ywd ð0Þ ¼ 0;

ð30Þ

Here the parameters B, c, F and E are the specific rates of reproduction
of Xud cells and of Xwd cells (if t  Tar) cell transition from the group of

zwd ð0Þ ¼ 0:

ð31Þ
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xhd ð0Þ ¼ x



q
D
1  exp  0 ;
1þq
Dx

ð27Þ

xmd ð0Þ ¼ x



1
1
D
1  exp  0 ;
1 þ q1 þ j
Dx

ð28Þ

xwd ð0Þ ¼ x



1
j
D
1  exp  0 ;
1 þ q1 þ j
Dx

ð29Þ
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In these equations, x, y, and z are the normal concentrations of X, Y
and Z cells, q is the ratio of the fractions of X cells, which transfer to
heavily damaged Xhd cells and to moderately damaged Xmd and weakly
damaged Xwd cells, and j is the ratio of the fractions of X cells, which
transfer to weakly damaged Xwd cells and to moderately damaged Xmd
cells. The parameters q and j are determined by the formulas as those
used elsewhere (10, 14, 15):
q ¼

1  expðD=D00
x Þ
;
00
expðD=Dx Þ  expðD=D0x Þ

ð32Þ

j ¼

0
expðD=D000
x Þ  expðD=Dx Þ
:
00
000
expðD=Dx Þ  expðD=Dx Þ

ð33Þ

000
Here, D is a dose of acute irradiation, D0x , D00
are the
x , and Dx
parameters characterizing the radiosensitivity of X cells. Specifically,
D0x is equivalent to the conventional radiobiological dose D0. After
irradiation at such dose, the number of X cells left undamaged is e ¼
2.718. . . times smaller than their initial number (1). The coefficient
D00
x is the dose, after exposure to which the number of X cells that did
not undergo the interphase death is e ¼ 2.718. . . times smaller than
is the dose, after
their initial number. In turn, the coefficient D000
x
exposure to which the number of X cells that did not undergo either
the interphase death or the mitotic death is e ¼ 2.718. . . times smaller
than their initial number.

Model of Dynamics of Small Intestinal Epithelium in Humans Exposed
to Fractionated Irradiation
In this subsection the model [Eqs. (10–17)], which describes the
dynamics of the small intestinal epithelium in humans exposed to
acute radiation, is extended to describe the effects of n-fractionated
irradiation on this vital body system. In this way, we use the
approach, which was elaborated on and successfully applied to the
modeling of the effects of n-fractionated irradiation on the young
swine skin epidermal epithelium (10, 15). Specifically, n-fractionated irradiation is considered as a set of n acute exposures with
doses Di (i ¼ 1, . . ., n) and with time intervals between the exposures
si (i ¼ 1,. . ., n – 1). Before the first irradiation performed at time
moment T1 ¼ 0, the human small intestinal epithelium consists of
undamaged Xud, Yud and Zud cells, with concentrations equal to their
normal values x, y and z, respectively. In the result of the first
irradiation, a portion of undamaged Xud cells remains undamaged
(Xud cells), whereas the other portion of the cells transfers to the
groups of heavily damaged cells (Xhd cells), moderately damaged
cells (Xmd cells) and weakly damaged cells (X1wd cells). In turn,
progenies of X1wd cells form the groups of Y1wd and Z1wd cells.
Behavior of X1wd , Y1wd and Z1wd cells is the same as that for Xud, Yud
0
and Zud cells until time moment T1 ¼ Tar þ T1 ¼ Tar , after which the
wd
wd
wd
dynamics of X1 , Y1 and Z1 cells is determined only by the death
rate. Thus, the first irradiation leads to the appearance of five new
groups of cells.
Before the second exposure performed at time moment T2 ¼ s1, the
human small intestinal epithelium consists of undamaged Xud, Yud and
Zud cells, moderately damaged Xmd cells, heavily damaged Xhd cells,
and weakly damaged of X1wd , Y1wd and Z1wd cells. In the result of the
second irradiation, a part of undamaged Xud cells remains undamaged
ones (Xud cells), whereas the other part of cells transfers to the groups
of heavily damaged cells (Xhd cells), moderately damaged cells (Xmd
cells) and weakly damaged cells (X2wd cells). In turn, progenies of
weakly damaged X2wd cells form the groups of weakly damaged Y2wd
and Z2wd cells. Behavior of X2wd , Y2wd and Z2wd cells is the same as that of
0
undamaged Xud, Yud and Zud cells until time moment T2 ¼ Tar þ T2 ¼
wd
wd
Tar þ s1 , after which the dynamics of X2 , Y2 and Z2wd cells is
determined only by the death rate. In the result of the second
irradiation, a portion of the weakly damaged X1wd cells is not damaged
and remains as weakly damaged X1wd cells, whereas the other portion

of cells is damaged additionally by radiation and, as it is supposed,
transfers to the group of heavily damaged cells (Xhd cells). In addition,
in the result of the second irradiation, a part of the moderately
damaged Xmd cells is not damaged additionally and remains
moderately damaged Xmd cells, whereas the other part of cells is
damaged additionally by radiation and, as it is supposed, transfers to
the group of heavily damaged cells (Xhd cells). Thus, the second
irradiation leads to the appearance of three new groups of cells.
Before the P
i-th exposure performed at time moment Ti ¼ s1
þ . . . þ si1 ¼ i1
j¼1 sj , the human small intestinal epithelium
consists of undamaged Xud, Yud and Zud cells, moderately damaged
Xmd cells, heavily damaged Xhd cells, as well as [3 3(i – 1)] groups
of weakly damaged cells, namely, X1wd , Y1wd , Z1wd , X2wd , Y2wd , Z2wd ,. . .,
wd
wd
wd
, Yi1
, Zi1
cells. In the result of the i-th irradiation, a portion of
Xi1
undamaged Xud cells remains undamaged (Xud cells), whereas the
other portion of cells transfers to the groups of heavily damaged
cells (Xhd cells), moderately damaged cells (Xmd cells) and weakly
damaged cells (Xiwd cells). In turn, progenies of Xiwd cells form the
groups of weakly damaged Yiwd cells and weakly damaged Ziwd cells.
Behavior of Xiwd , Yiwd and Ziwd cells is the same as that for
ud
and Z u d cells until time moment
undamaged X u d , Y P
0
wd
Ti ¼ Tar þ Ti ¼ Tar þ i1
j¼1 sj , after which the dynamics of Xi ,
wd
wd
Yi and Zi cells are determined only by the death rate. As for the
groups of weakly damaged cells (X1wd ,. . ., Xiwd1 cells), a portion of
the cells of each such group remains weakly damaged ones
wd
cells) after the i-th irradiation, whereas the other
(X1wd , . . ., Xi1
portion of cells of each such group transfers to the group of heavily
damaged cells (Xhd cells). In addition, in the result of the i-th
irradiation, a portion of the moderately damaged Xmd cells is not
further damaged and remains as moderately damaged Xmd cells,
whereas the other portion of cells is damaged additionally by
radiation and transfers to the group of heavily damaged cells (Xhd
cells). Thus, the i-th irradiation leads to the appearance of three new
groups of cells; also, after n irradiations, the number of groups of
cells under consideration and subsequently, the number of variables
of this version of the model of the human small intestinal
epithelium is equal to: 3 þ 2 þ 3 3 n ¼ 5 þ 3 3 n. The
concentrations of the aforementioned cells, namely, xud, yud, zud, xwd,
wd
(i ¼ 1,. . ., n) are the model
xmd and xhd, as well as xiwd , ywd
i , zi
variables.
Proceeding from the foregoing assumptions, the model, which
describes the dynamics of the human small intestinal epithelium under
n-fractionated irradiation with doses Di (i ¼ 1,. . ., n) and with the time
intervals between irradiations s1 (i ¼ 1,. . ., n – 1), takes the following
form [see also (10, 15)]:
dxud
¼ Bxud  cxud ;
dt

ð34Þ

dyud
¼ cxud  Fyud ;
dt

ð35Þ

dzud
¼ Fyud  Ezud ;
dt

ð36Þ

dxhd
¼ mxhd ;
dt

ð37Þ

dxmd
¼ lxmd ;
dt

ð38Þ
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Xi1


dxiwd
¼ h Tar  t þ
s Bxiwd  cxiwd
j¼1 j
dt
Xi1
s gxiwd
ði ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ;
 h t  Tar 
j¼1 j

ð39Þ
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Xi1


dywd
i
¼ h Tar  t þ
s cxiwd  Fywd
i
j¼1 j
dt
Xi1
 h t  Tar 
s gywd
ði ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ;
i
j¼1 j
Xi1


dzwd
wd
i
¼ h Tar  t þ
s Fywd
i  Ezi
j¼1 j
dt
Xi1
 h t  Tar 
s gzwd
ði ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ;
i
j¼1 j

zwd
1 ð0Þ ¼ 0;
ð40Þ

ð41Þ

where h(t) is the unit step-function [Eq. (18)].
In the case of n-fractionated irradiation, the specific reproduction
rate B in Eqs. (34) and (39) is described in the following way [see also
(10, 15)]:
B¼

a
h
i;

0
0
0
ud
md
hd
1 þ b x þ Ux þ /x þ ux þ qy yud þ Uy þ qz zud þ Uz
ð42Þ

where
U0x ¼

U0y ¼

Xn nh
Xi1
h Tar  t þ
s
i¼1
j¼1 j
i
o
Xi1
s 3 xiwd ;
þ 1h t  Tar 
j¼1 j

ð43Þ

Xn nh
Xi1
h Tar  t þ
s
i¼1
j¼1 j
i
o
Xi1
wd
þ 1h t  Tar 
3
y
;
s
j
i
j¼1

ð44Þ

Xn nh
Xi1
h
T

t
þ
s
U0z ¼
ar
i¼1
j¼1 j
i
o
Xi1
wd
s
þ 1h t  Tar 
3
z
:
j
i
j¼1

ð45Þ

Equations (42–45) account for the different contributions of all the
cells under consideration to the negative-feedback control of the
specific reproduction
rate of Xud cells and of Xiwd (i ¼ 1, . . ., n) cells (at
Pi1
s
).
The parameters in Eqs. (42–45) are specified
t  Tar þ
j¼1 j
above.
In the case of n-fractionated irradiation, the specific rates F and E
entering Eqs. (35), (36), (40) and (41) are described by Eqs. (5) and
(6), the parameter B in them being determined by Eq. (42).
The initial conditions for Eqs. (34–41) are the following [see also
(10, 15)]:


D1
ð46Þ
xud ð0Þ ¼ x exp  0 ;
Dx
yud ð0Þ ¼ y;

ð47Þ

zud ð0Þ ¼ z;

ð48Þ



q1
D1
1  exp  0 ;
x ð0Þ ¼ x
1 þ q1
Dx
hd



D1
1  exp  0 ;
Dx

xmd ð0Þ ¼ x

1
1
1 þ q1 1 þ j1

x1wd ð0Þ ¼ x



1
j1
D1
1  exp  0 ;
1 þ q1 1 þ j1
Dx

ywd
1 ð0Þ ¼ 0;

ð49Þ

ð50Þ

ð51Þ
ð52Þ
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ð53Þ

xiwd ð0Þ ¼ 0

ði ¼ 2; . . . ; nÞ;

ð54Þ

ywd
i ð0Þ ¼ 0

ði ¼ 2; . . . ; nÞ;

ð55Þ

zwd
i ð0Þ ¼ 0

ði ¼ 2; . . . ; nÞ:

ð56Þ

In these equations, x, y and z are the normal concentrations of X, Y and
Z cells.
At P
time moment Ti of the i-th (i ¼ 2, . . ., n) irradiation (recalling that
Ti ¼ i1
j¼1 sj ), the concentrations of the cells under consideration take
the following values:


Di
ði ¼ 2; . . . ; nÞ;
ð57Þ
exp

xud ðTi Þ ¼ x~ud
i
D0x
yud ðTi Þ ¼ y~ud
i

ði ¼ 2; . . . ; nÞ;

ð58Þ

z ud
zud ðTi Þ ¼ ~
i

ði ¼ 2; . . . ; nÞ;

ð59Þ



qi
Di
1  exp  0
1 þ qi
Dx


Xi1
D
i
wd
~
þ
1  exp  00
x
j¼1 ij
Dxwd


Di
ði ¼ 2; . . . ; nÞ;
1  exp  00
þ x~md
i
Dxmd

~ud
xhd ðTi Þ ¼ x~hd
i þxi



Di
exp

xmd ðTi Þ ¼ x~md
i
D00
xmd


1
1
Di
þ x~ud
1

exp

i
1 þ qi 1 þ ji
D0x
ði ¼ 2; . . . ; nÞ;
xiwd ðTi Þ ¼ x~ud
i



1
ji
Di
1  exp  0
1 þ qi 1 þ ji
Dx

ð60Þ

ð61Þ

ði ¼ 2; . . . ; nÞ;
ð62Þ

ywd
i ðTi Þ ¼ 0

ði ¼ 2; . . . ; nÞ;

ð63Þ

zwd
i ðTi Þ ¼ 0

ði ¼ 2; . . . ; nÞ;

ð64Þ



Di
exp

xjwd ðTi Þ ¼ x~wd
ij
D00
xwd

ð j ¼ 1; . . . ; i  1; i ¼ 2; . . . ; nÞ
ð65Þ

~wd
ywd
j ðTi Þ ¼ y ij

ð j ¼ 1; . . . ; i  1; i ¼ 2; . . . ; nÞ;

ð66Þ

~wd
zwd
j ðTi Þ ¼ z ij

ð j ¼ 1; . . . ; i  1; i ¼ 2; . . . ; nÞ;

ð67Þ

~ud ~ud ~hd ~md ~wd ~wd
~wd
where x~ud
i , y i , z i , x i , x i , x ij , y ij and z ij ( j ¼ 1, . . ., i – 1; i ¼ 2,
. . ., n) are the concentrations of Xud, Yud, Zud, Xhd, Xmd, Xjwd , Yjwd , and
Zjwd ( j ¼ 1, . . ., i – 1) cells just before the i-th irradiation performed at
time moment Ti (i ¼ 2, . . ., n).
The parameter qi (i ¼ 1, . . ., n) in Eqs. (49–51) and Eqs. (60–62) is
the ratio of the fractions of undamaged Xud cells, which transfer to
heavily damaged Xhd cells and to moderately damaged Xmd cells and
weakly damaged Xiwd (i ¼ 1, . . ., n) cells, respectively, after the i-th (i ¼
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TABLE 1
Parameters of the Model of the Human Small
Intestinal Epithelium
Parameter

Value

Dimension

a
c
d
w
l
m
g
r
k
sar
t
/
u
1
qy
qz
D0x
D00
x
D000
x

5.6
0.44
1.4
0.5
0.5
6.0
0.1
1.25
1.25
10
0.001
1
3
1
0.1
25
4
70
40

Day–1
Day–1
Day–1
Day–1
Day–1
Day–1
Day–1
Day
Day
Day
DayGy–1
1
1
1
1
1
Gy
Gy
Gy

1, . . ., n) irradiation with a dose Di (i ¼ 1, . . ., n). By virtue of Eq. (32),
it reads as:
qi ¼

1  expðDi =D00
x Þ
0
expðDi =D00
x Þ  expðDi =Dx Þ

ði ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ:

ð68Þ

The parameter ji (i ¼ 1, . . ., n) in Eqs. (43), (44), (54) and (55) is the
ratio of the fractions of undamaged Xud cells, which transfer to weakly
damaged Xiwd (i ¼ 1, . . ., n) cells and to moderately damaged Xmd cells
after the i-th (i ¼ 1, . . ., n) irradiation with a dose Di (i ¼ 1, . . ., n). By
virtue of Eq. (33), it reads as:
ji ¼

0
expðDi =D000
x Þ  expðDi =Dx Þ
00
000
expðDi =Dx Þ  expðDi =Dx Þ

ði ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ:

ð69Þ

000
Here the parameters D0x , D00
are specified above. The
x and Dx
00
and
D
characterize
the radiosensitivity of weakly
parameters D00
xwd
xmd
damaged Xjwd ( j ¼ 1, . . ., i – 1; i ¼ 2, . . ., n) cells and the moderately
damaged Xmd cells, respectively. Specifically, D00
xwd is the dose, after
exposure to which the number of Xjwd ( j ¼ 1, . . ., i – 1; i ¼ 2, . . ., n)
cells that did not undergo the interphase death is e ¼ 2.718. . . times
smaller than their initial number (1). The coefficient D00
xmd is the dose,
after exposure to which the number of moderately damaged cells (Xmd
cells) that did not undergo the interphase death is e ¼ 2.718. . . times
smaller than their initial number (1). For the sake of simplicity, it is
00
00
natural to assume that the values of D00
xwd and Dxmd are equal to Dx .
The values of the independent parameters of the developed model
of the human small intestinal epithelium are given in Table 1. The
parameters l, g, m, c, d, w and D0x are determined proceeding from the
literature data (1, 18–20). The values of the parameters a, r, k and qy
are taken to be the same as those in the model of the mouse small
intestinal epithelium, the first three of them being determined
proceeding from the literature data [see (9, 10) and references therein
for the details]. The values of the parameters sar, t, /, u, and 1 are
taken the same as those in the model of the other epithelium, namely,
the skin epidermal epithelium in young swine, which bears many
characteristics similar to the skin epidermal epithelium in humans (10,
000
are evaluated
14, 15). The values of the parameters qz, D00
x and Dx
by matching the modeling results with the empirical data (4).
The developed model [Eqs. (5), (6), (34–69)] is rewritten, for the
convenience, in terms of the new dimensionless variables, the latter
being the ratios of the dimension concentrations of the small intestinal

epithelial cells considered in the model to their normal values. For the
numerical study of the model, a Fortran program is elaborated.
It is worthwhile to note that the developed model [Eqs. (5), (6), (34–
69)], which describes the dynamics of the human small intestinal
epithelium under n-fractionated irradiation, is reduced to Eqs. (5), (6),
(10–33), which describe the dynamics of this vital body system under
acute exposure, if n is taken to be equal to unity and the parameter D1
is considered as the acute dose of radiation D. In turn, Eqs. (5), (6) and
(10–33) are reduced to Eqs. (1–9), which describe the dynamics of this
system under normal conditions, if the parameter D entering Eqs. (5),
(6) and (10–33) is taken to be equal to zero. Thus, the developed
model of the small intestinal epithelium can be used in the studies of
the dynamics of this vital body system under normal conditions, under
acute irradiation, and under n-fractionated irradiation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The model is applied to the numerical study of the
dynamics of the normal non-cancerous small intestinal
epithelium in patients who underwent n-fractionated
exposures. Scenarios of n-fractionated exposure, which are
used in this modeling study, are reconstructed proceeding
from the sets of parameters of fractionated irradiation of
patients, which are reported elsewhere(4). Specifically, a set
of such parameters given elsewhere (4) for a patient
includes the total radiation therapy duration of 28 days,
the fraction number of 24 (six fractions per week), and the
doses of 0.96, 2.88, 6.24, 17.28, 24.96, 31.68 Gy
accumulated over days 1, 4, 8, 15, 22, 28 from the onset
of exposure, respectively. These data allow one to
reconstruct a plausible set of fraction doses for this patient
(Table 2). In turn, sets of parameters of fractionated
exposures of other patients, which are reported elsewhere
(4), include the total radiation therapy duration, the fraction
number, the number of fractions per week, and total
radiation dose. These data allow one to reconstruct the
scenarios of fractionated exposures for those patients. For
the sake of simplicity, it is supposed that the fraction dose is
the same during the entire period of radiation therapy for
each of those patients and it is equal to the ratio of the
respective total dose to the respective fraction number.
The empirical data are given elsewhere (4) as the sets of
epithelial counts (epithelial surface area). One set includes a
pretreatment value and several values for the time moments
during and after radiation therapy. The other ones include
only a pretreatment value, minimal value and value
measured two weeks after the end of radiation therapy.
Keeping in mind that, 1. the small intestinal epithelium
represents a single-cell-layer epithelium and 2. villous cells
and crypt cells (via openings called crypt ostia) have access
to the epithelial surface, the measured epithelial counts
characterize the epithelial cell counts. Proceeding from this,
the empirical data (4), which are given in Figs. 1–4 in the
dimensionless form as the ratio of the reported epithelial
counts to the respective pretreatment epithelial count, are
compared with the relevant modeling results on the
dynamics of the dimensionless total concentration of X, Y
and Z cells, which are also displayed in these figures.
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TABLE 2
Reconstructed Scenario of a Patient Receiving
Fractionated Irradiation (4)
Day of radiation therapy

Fraction dose (Gy)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

0.96
0.96
0.48
0.48
0.96
0.96
1.44
1.44
1.92
1.92
1.92
1.92
1.92
1.92
1.92
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.96
1.44
1.44
1.44
1.44
0.96

As one can conclude from Figs. 1–4, the modeling results
are in agreement with the respective empirical data.
Namely, the dimensionless concentration of the epithelial
cells decreases, reaches the minimal level and then returns
to the normal level. It is important to note that the time

FIG. 1. The modeling results (curve) on the dynamics of the
dimensionless concentration of the small intestinal epithelial cells in a
patient treated with radiation therapy. The results were obtained for the
fractionated irradiation scenario specified in Table 2. Solid circles
indicate the corresponding empirical data for that patient, reported
elsewhere (4).
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FIG. 2. The modeling results (curve) on the dynamics of the
dimensionless concentration of the small intestinal epithelial cells in a
patient treated with radiation therapy. The results were obtained for the
fractionated irradiation scenario with total duration of 24 days, 18
fractions (five fractions per week), total dose of 28.8 Gy and fraction
dose of 1.6 Gy. Solid diamonds indicate the corresponding empirical
data for that patient (4).

required for recovering the normal level of the epithelial
cells, which is obtained in the model for all considered
scenarios of exposure, is approximately two weeks postradiation therapy, which also conforms to the empirical
data.
The agreement of the modeling results with the
corresponding empirical data obtained for patients treated
with radiation therapy (4) testifies to the capability of the
developed model of predicting the dynamics of the small

FIG. 3. The modeling results (curve) on the dynamics of the
dimensionless concentration of the small intestinal epithelial cells in a
patient treated with radiation therapy. The results were obtained for
fractionated irradiation scenario with total duration of 22 days, 16
fractions (five fractions per week), total dose of 22.08 Gy and fraction
dose of 1.38 Gy. Filled squares indicate the corresponding empirical
data for that patient (4).
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FIG. 4. The modeling results (curve) on the dynamics of the
dimensionless concentration of the small intestinal epithelial cells in a
patient treated with radiation therapy. The results were obtained for the
fractionated irradiation scenario with total duration of 20 days, 14
fractions (five fractions per week), total dose of 19.18 Gy and fraction
dose of 1.37 Gy. Solid triangles indicate the corresponding empirical
data for that patient (4).

intestinal epithelium in humans who undergo fractionated
irradiation.
Hypofractionated Irradiation Predictions

For illustrative purposes, the model is employed in the
study of the dynamical response of the human normal small

FIG. 5. The modeling results on the dynamics of the dimensionless
concentration z̃ of the villous cells in the human normal small
intestinal epithelium. Results were obtained for the conventional
fractionated irradiation scenario with five fractions per week, total
dose of 40 Gy and fraction dose of 2 Gy (solid curve), as well as for
three scenarios of hypofractionated irradiation with five fractions per
week, total dose of 40 Gy and fraction dose of 5 Gy (short-dashed
curve), 10 Gy (medium-dashed curve) and 20 Gy (dotted curve). The
normal level of the dimensionless concentration ~
z of the villous cells is
indicated by the long-dashed line.

FIG. 6. The modeling results on the dynamics of the dimensionless
concentration ~
z of the villous cells in human normal small intestinal
epithelium. Results were obtained for the conventional fractionated
irradiation scenario with five fractions per week, total dose of 60 Gy
and fraction dose of 2 Gy (solid-line curve), as well as for three
scenarios of hypofractionated irradiation with five fractions per week,
total dose of 60 Gy and fraction dose of 3 Gy (short-dashed curve), 5
Gy (dot-dot-dashed curve) and 20 Gy (dotted curve). The normal level
of the dimensionless concentration ~
z of the villous cells is indicated by
the long-dashed line.

intestinal epithelium to hypofractionated irradiation. The
latter is characterized by a higher fraction dose and smaller
number of fractions with respect to those used in the
conventional fractionated irradiation. Hypofractionated
irradiation applies, in particular, to stereotactic body
radiation therapy, the use of which has increased over the
years (21, 22). The obtained modeling results are presented
in Figs. 5–7.
Specifically, Fig. 5 shows the modeling results on the
dynamics of the dimensionless concentration ~
z of functional
villous cells (Z cells) in the human normal small intestinal
epithelium. They are obtained for one scenario of
conventional fractionated irradiation and three scenarios of
hypofractionated irradiation with the same total dose, same
number of fractions per week and different values of the
fraction dose. Note that the chosen parameters of hypofractionated irradiation correspond to those used in
stereotactic body radiation therapy (21). As one can infer
from this figure, hypofractionated irradiation with the
considered parameters yields a more pronounced decrease
and faster recovery of the dimensionless concentration ~
z of
villous cells than conventional fractionated irradiation with
the same total dose does.
Figure 6 shows the modeling results on the dynamics of
the dimensionless concentration ~
z of villous cells, which are
obtained for one scenario of conventional fractionated
irradiation and three scenarios of hypofractionated irradiation with the same total dose (which is higher than that in
Fig. 5), the same number of fractions per week and different
values of the fraction dose. Note that the chosen parameters
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GðtÞ ¼ 1  ~
z ðtÞ;

ð70Þ

where the function ~
z (t) is computed by making use of the
developed model.
Obviously, the integral of the function G(t) over the
period from onset of fractionated irradiation (t ¼ 0) until the
time of the restoration of the small intestinal epithelium (t ¼
tr), being the characteristic P of the cumulative damage
effect of such exposure on the normal small intestinal
epithelium in a patient treated with radiation therapy, can, to
some extent, be related to the cumulative small bowel
toxicity in this patient. The quantity P is determined using
the following equation:
Z tr
Z tr
GðtÞdt ¼
ð1  ~
z ðtÞÞdt:
ð71Þ
P¼
0

FIG. 7. The relative cumulative radiation damage effect of
hypofractionated irradiation on the human normal small intestinal
epithelium as a function of the fraction dose of such exposure.
Modeling results were obtained for 18 scenarios of hypofractionated
irradiation with the total dose of 24 Gy (circles), 30 Gy (triangles up),
40 Gy (triangles down), 50 Gy (boxes) and 60 Gy (diamonds), with
fraction dose ranging from 5 to 25 Gy. In the respective scenarios of
conventional fractionated irradiation, total doses are 24, 30, 40, 50 and
60 Gy, respectively, and fraction dose is 2 Gy, with five fractions per
week in all the scenarios.

of two scenarios of hypofractionated irradiation correspond
to those used in the stereotactic body radiation therapy (21),
whereas the chosen parameters of the other one corresponds
to those reported elsewhere (22). As one can conclude from
Fig. 6, hypofractionated irradiation with the considered
parameters also leads to a more pronounced decrease and
faster recovery of the dimensionless concentration ~
z of
villous cells than conventional fractionated irradiation with
the same total dose does. The juxtaposition of the results
shown in Figs. 5 and 6 implies that for the same value of the
fraction dose of hypofractionated irradiation, the minimal
level of ~
z obtained for a higher total dose (Fig. 6) is smaller
than that obtained for the smaller total dose (Fig. 5) in the
considered ranges of the fraction doses and the total doses.
It is important to note that for the scenario of
hypofractionated irradiation with the parameters reported
elswhere (22), the time moment, when the dimensionless
concentration ~
z reaches its minimal level, coincides with the
time moment, when the majority of patients demonstrate
grades 1 and 2 of the so-called bowel toxicity (22). The
latter characterizes the level of the bowel functional damage
and thus depends on the level of the radiation-induced
damage of the respective functional cells. Therefore, it is
reasonable to assume that the deviation of the dimensionless
concentration ~
z of villous cells from its normal level, being
the characteristic G(t) of the damage effect of such exposure
on the normal small intestinal epithelium in a patient treated
with radiation therapy, can, to some extent, be related to the
small bowel toxicity in this patient. The function G(t) reads
as:
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The developed model together with Eq. (71) are used to
examine the differences between the cumulative damage
effects of hypofractionated radiation treatment and conventional fractionated radiotherapy with the same total dose on
the human normal small intestinal epithelium. For this
purpose, it is convenient to define the relative cumulative
damage effect of hypofractionated radiotherapy on the
human normal small intestinal epithelium, which is taken to
be equal to the ratio R of the value PH of P obtained for a
scenario of hypofractionated irradiation to the value PC of P
obtained for the respective scenario of conventional
fractionated irradiation:
R ¼ PH =PC :

ð72Þ

Here the values PH and PC are computed by making use of
the developed model and Eq. (71). The parameters of
hypofractionated irradiation used in these computations
correspond to those used in the stereotactic body radiation
therapy (21). The obtained modeling results are presented in
Fig. 7.
As one can conclude from Fig. 7, the values of R are
somewhat smaller than unity for all the considered regimens
of hypofractionated irradiation. In turn, the values of R are
smaller for higher values of the total dose for the considered
ranges of total doses and fraction doses. These modeling
findings demonstrate that the hypofractionated irradiation
yields a somewhat less pronounced cumulative damage
effect on the human normal small intestinal epithelium
(which can be related to the cumulative small bowel
toxicity) than conventional fractionated irradiation with the
same total dose.
CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a biologically motivated mathematical
model of the dynamics of the small intestinal epithelium
in humans treated with fractionated radiotherapy was
developed. It is implemented as a system of nonlinear
ordinary differential equations, in which variables and
parameters have a clear biological meaning. The principal
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advantage of the developed model is the explicit incorporation of the key kinetic and radiobiological parameters of
the human small intestinal system, as well as the key
parameters of fractionated irradiation (fraction dose, fraction
number and time intervals between fractions).
The performed studies revealed that the patterns of the
modeling dynamics of the small intestinal epithelium,
obtained for fractionated radiotherapy scenarios in which
patients receive total dose spanning the range of 19.20 4
31.68 Gy, fraction number spanning the range of 14 4 24
and total therapy duration spanning the range of 20 4 28
days (4), agree with the respective empirical data obtained
for the normal non-cancerous small intestinal tissue of those
patients (4). The obtained agreement testifies to the
capability of the developed model for predicting the
dynamical response of the human small intestinal epithelium to fractionated irradiation. It is also revealed that in the
considered ranges of total doses and fraction doses the
cumulative damage effect of hypofractionated irradiation on
the human normal small intestinal epithelium, which can be
related to the cumulative small bowel toxicity, is somewhat
less pronounced than that of conventional fractionated
irradiation with the same total dose.
All this bears witness to the validity of employing the
developed model in the investigation and prediction of
radiation-induced side effects on the normal non-cancerous
small intestinal tissue in patients with intra-abdominal and
pelvic malignancies, who undergo fractionated radiation
therapy. Such predictions could help in choosing appropriate
fractionated radiation therapy regimens for minimizing side
effects on the normal small bowel. The developed model is
also capable of describing the effects of acute radiation on the
human small intestinal epithelium, which could help to
predict potential health hazards for an individual irradiated in
the result of accidents or incidents, and thus, to select an
appropriate treatment. Another application for the developed
model is the prediction of damage to the small intestinal
epithelium in astronauts caused by radiation incidents, which
may occur during long-term interplanetary space missions
(e.g., voyages to Mars or Lunar colonies). The obtained
modeling predictions would provide a better understanding
of the health risks of astronauts and enable one to evaluate
the need for operational applications of countermeasures.
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